"Opting Out" Under Stalin and Khrushchev

Postwar Sovietization in a Borderland Magyar Village
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As the Soviet Union emerged from World War II, extended its influence westward, and struggled to regain control over the population, a village on the western border strategically deployed its labor resources and selectively, but regularly and openly, thumbed its nose at state demands in order to protect the economies of individual households.

T
he 1965 local elections in the village of Solontsy, like the elections of previous years and those of years to come, seemed to signal a demonstration of complete civic compliance with the demands of the Soviet state and the Communist Party of the Soviet Union. Solontsy was in many ways an unexceptional village in the Ukrainian SSR, save for the fact that its westernmost household happened to sit flush against the heavily guarded border between the Soviet Union and Czechoslovakia. As in other villages from the Danube to the Pacific that year, Solontsy’s Party organizers had no trouble mustering the entire population to the polls. So, in the first dark hours of a cold December day, at one of the farthest western edges of the Soviet empire, all 210 voters who lived along Solontsy’s single dirt road had cast their ballots by eight o’clock in the morning.

The apparently tight hold of the state on the population had not begun with that election, nor with the elections nearly twenty years before, after the Red Army delivered Solontsy and the surrounding region from the grip of Hitler’s and Horthy’s soldiers—only to thrust that part of the European countryside into a new period of colonization and control. During the early years of Stalinist occupation, Soviet functionaries came to know Solontsy and every other village in the region of Zakarpattia in intimate detail as they enumerated and harnessed every available resource to the lumbering cart of the state.

Bureaucratic conduits of information in the postwar years extended from the halls of the Kremlin all the way to village stables, where collectivizing rural communities newly absorbed into the Soviet Union kept minute records of property movements from household to kol-
khoz. In 1948 the local commission for a collective farm in Solontsy’s district recorded, for example, that among the items contributed by one family was a plow in good condition, valued at 145 karbovantsiv. The same commission had conducted an exercise of valuation for every other farm implement in the village. It recorded not only the numbers, breed, and birth years of animals from every household, but also the nicknames of all forty-three village horses—among them Lizi, Bandi, Kati, Shari, Tsigan (Gypsy), Dani, Lenke, and Lazar.

One might be tempted to think that, with such a wealth of information at their fingertips a mere three years after the end of a war of terrifying destruction, not to mention a security apparatus unparalleled in the world at the time, Moscow’s emissaries in the Sovietizing periphery would have wielded concomitant control over the population. However, in the rural hills and valleys south of the Carpathian mountain range, this was not the case. Even as events like the elections described above may convey an image of a population prostrate before the quotidian demands of the state, 

The advantage of including both the immediate postwar years and the late 1950s in a single analysis is that it allows us to see that the insecure hold of the Soviet power in productive economic activity.

Method, Context, and Sources

The study of Sovietization in this particular periphery is illuminating in part because of the immanent presence of the border. Solonts was, in the postwar years, subject to tight physical control and unrelenting surveillance. The border itself, with its barbed wire, watchtowers and soldiers—as well as the watchful and vindictive neighbors who would report to the police those who dared to approach the narrow band of no-man’s-land between Solonts and its sister village of Velké Slémene (or Nagyszelmenec)—was everywhere in people’s field of vision and action, an unavoidable fact of everyday life. With such surveillance in place, one might imagine that if the authorities were to succeed in establishing control over the population anywhere in the new territories of the Soviet Union, it would be here.

The evidence presented in this article draws upon thousands of heretofore largely unexplored documents from the regional state archives in the Zakarpatska region of Ukraine, as well as upon participant-observation and interview research in villages along this border conducted at intervals between 2004 and 2010 in Russian, Hungarian, and Ukrainian. The documents in question—reports and minutes of meetings of village councils and collective farms, letters between local and regional officials, petitions to join collective farms and valuations of private property, kolkhoz maps, and other records generated at the local level—focus not only on Solonts, but also on clusters of villages situated close to the border between the Soviet Union and Czechoslovakia, Hungary, and Romania. Thus, the arguments presented here can be said to describe a swath of territory that extends well beyond the village of Solonts, although they may or may not apply to new postwar Soviet territories farther to the north.

The present field note treats the period known in the literature as “late Stalinism” and the following decade as part of a continuum. This choice is driven by the content of the archival documents, in which the recorded structure of the local political economy shifts somewhat less as a function of Party leadership as such than of demographic change and environmental forces majeures—drought, flood, disease, and the other challenges that rural people face.

The disadvantage of including both the immediate postwar years and the late 1950s in a single analysis is that it allows us to see that the insecure hold of the Soviet
The village of Solontsy was located along the heavily guarded border between the Soviet Union and Czechoslovakia.
state on labor in this region was not solely a product of postwar chaos or weak control during the early years of Sovietization. Rather, the first postwar years mark the beginning of a prolonged period in which representatives of the state in the countryside found their authority constantly challenged.

The archival documents that form the evidentiary basis for this article were produced in the 1940s and 1950s and present their own particular challenges: They were written in often unheated offices in pencil or ink, or, much later, with a typewriter, on whatever paper could be had—sometimes the reverse sides of unused forms dating from the period of wartime Hungarian occupation or Czechoslovak rule. They were sometimes compiled in haste or exhaustion and usually composed by someone for whom the language of record, whether Hungarian, Ukrainian, or Russian, was a second or third language. They capture the details of village life: who worked where and when; the status of crops through the growing season and harvest; the condition of local infrastructure; the cultural activities of rural communities; local land disputes; and a host of other subjects.

If the challenges of life in this period are read solely through archival documents, interactions between state and subject might seem to be the primary drama of the postwar years. The oral accounts collected for this project tell a somewhat different story. Economic insecurity brought on by injury and illness is as much a central trope of village residents’ narratives as the fear introduced by border guards and nosy neighbors. The materiality of power suffuses such accounts: Above all, the basic conditions of life and everyday political economy shape people’s evaluations of what it meant to live in the Soviet periphery.

Postwar Political Economy

Most Solontsy households had survived fascist occupation and the war by tending to their homestead gardens and fields: people planted and harvested wheat, raised geese and other animals, and studiously avoided the soldiers on horseback who patrolled the area. However, in the wake of war’s destruction, the lack of a functioning surrounding economy constrained villagers’ ability to procure inputs for their gardens and livestock. Soldiers on surrounding roads and the lack of transportation infrastructure other than horse-drawn carts meant that the city, and its produce markets, was farther away than ever. In border zones, the economic situation was made worse for rural households by the increasingly rigid surveillance regimes that prevented peasants from crossing into Hungary to do wage labor in fields there, as they had before the war’s end.

Once the Soviet authorities had established a foothold in and around Solontsy, and as the border that separated the new Soviet territories from Czechoslovakia was demarcated and secured, some aspects of rural life in the borderlands underwent deep transformation. In certain respects, the political economy of the Solontsy region in the first postwar years resembled the situation elsewhere in the Soviet Union, where rural populations struggled with increasing tax obligations while workers in industry fled to the countryside in droves (where they were often protected by village institutions), and Party functionaries fought to maintain or regain control over major social and bureaucratic institutions. As the Soviet state attempted to reestablish collective farms, the population of which had declined by 3.3 million people in the four years before Stalin’s death, in prewar Soviet territory, new territories to the west were being collectivized for the first time.

Soviet cadres lost no time in postwar state-building projects in Zakarpattia. They immediately set about re-establishing decimated livestock herds, organizing agricultural machinery, regulating fuel prices, distributing coke to villages, and conducting statistical comparisons of harvest years. Villagers had experienced livestock requisitions under Hungarian rule, now the Red Army provided cattle to village households. However, in the minutes of regional council meetings and in Soviet journalistic propaganda distributed in the region, the authorities’ immediate and central preoccupation was land. As soon as the region was absorbed into the Ukrainian SSR, debates about postwar land redistribution, which had begun before the war was over, took on new momentum and intensity.

The first years after the war arguably saw more debate than action over land reform, with largely unwilling peasants who were offered economic incentives to “colonize” former estate land as smallholders. However, by 1950, most residents of Solontsy and neighboring villages had submitted handwritten declarations requesting admission to the local collective farm. The uniformity of their written statements suggests a dull routinization that belies the underlying economic violence of the process. Villager after villager handed over land, farm implements, and some of their household animals, promising to “honestly undertake . . . to fulfill all the needs” of the collective.

Why did people in the newly Soviet countryside join collective farms with such numbing regularity, and with little obvious sign of protest other than abstention by a few in the initial years of collectivization?
in Zakarpattia differed from analogous processes elsewhere in the Soviet Union. Unlike the campaigns of the 1930s to the east, which had been backed by an extensive system of state violence, collectivization in Zakarpattia was made possible by the destruction of the war. Rural people entered collective farms not at the barrel of a gun, but because there were few other choices that would have allowed the survival of village households in the first hungry years after the war. Primarily, they needed a way to pay the taxes levied upon the postwar rural population, and the collective provided a way to do this.\textsuperscript{18}

Collective farms rapidly became the primary institutions structuring economic and social life in the countryside. Even nonsedentary groups sought shelter in the kolkhoz infrastructure; by 1956, the Roma communities around Solontsy had likewise applied for kolkhoz membership.\textsuperscript{19} However, membership in the collective farm did not mean that households would cooperate with intensifying state demands on their labor.

From one standpoint, collectivization meant the forcible pooling of common labor and material resources in the service of state projects. From a vantage point in the village, however, the transformation of the local political economy constituted less a wholesale shift from household to collective production than the addition of onerous labor and tax obligations to the existing household economy—not unlike the situation typically faced by populations colonized by European powers in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. Under Soviet rule after the war, rural people in Solontsy gave both of their labor and its fruits. For decades after collectivization, the village households of Solontsy, like those elsewhere in the district and throughout the Soviet Union at the time, functioned both as peasant homesteads and as a labor pool for state collectivizing projects.

Solontsy households were busy. Small-scale household livestock husbandry alone would have occupied the full-time labor of at least one adult per village household. In 1957, nearly ten years after initial efforts at collectivization in the region, members of the 221 kolkhoz households (all but forty-six of the households in the Solontsy village council’s jurisdiction at the time) tended 183 cows, 91 heifers, 40 calves, 533 pigs—in addition to numerous chickens, geese, and goats, which, perhaps because of their relatively small size or (in the case of the goats) at times uncooperative behavior, managed to elude the gaze of state enumerators.\textsuperscript{20}

In a time and place without running water, prepared mixed fodder, gas heat, or even a constant supply of electricity, holding livestock meant continual work for the human population and required humans’ constant presence. The village community and collective farm could help with feed, pasturing, and inoculation, but a milking cow required the presence of the same human morning and evening, seven days a week, ten months of each year. Watering a cow involved drawing dozens of buckets of water from a well every day. The buckets, the smallest of which weighed at least 25 pounds when full, had to be transported from well to stable.\textsuperscript{21} The labor involved in milking was considerable—one had to draw water from a well; wash one’s hands, preferably with soap (a commodity sometimes in short supply); clean a bucket; carry the water and the clean, empty bucket to the cow; feed the cow and clean and dry the teats; milk the cow; and clean and dry her teats again.

As research on later periods of Soviet and post-Soviet history has shown, systems of production at the household and enterprise levels were often imbricated in an obligate symbiosis, with household agriculture acting as a crutch that stabilized the precarious social and economic balance maintained by collective production, and collective farms providing agricultural inputs to the household.\textsuperscript{22} Here the two were also in ongoing competition with each another for labor and other resources. In Solontsy, villagers maintained an economy of self-sufficiency parallel to the kolkhoz throughout the years of Soviet rule. Arguably, it was precisely this local household economy that posed the greatest challenge to the full consolidation of state control in the countryside.

**Village Households and the Soviet State**

Even as soldiers patrolled the international border that skirted the grape arbors of houses in Solontsy and extended along the pastures and hayfields where villagers worked, and even in the presence of a surveillance regime that made the border seem, as some villagers later described it, like “the end of the world,”\textsuperscript{23} everyday life in Solontsy and neighboring villages proceeded with a degree of relative autonomy and normality. People went about their business, tended their gardens, thought about how to meet tax obligations, sent their children to school, and borrowed books from the library. On Sunday, some of them walked to church. All the while, they spoke Hungarian at work and at home, and cadres sent from the outside learned the language in order to get along better in the village.\textsuperscript{24}

People in Solontsy and neighboring villages responded to the demands of the Soviet state by engaging in labor substitution tactics common to many colonial settings. At times, they declined entirely to participate in collec-
tive farm projects. Where people faced onerous labor obligations imposed by the occupying power, they sought ways to conserve their most valuable labor resources for households, and they had the cooperation of key kolkhoz figures in doing so.

On the collective farm that drew its labor from Solontsy and the neighboring village of Palad Komarovtsy, a collective farm brigadier noted in 1959 that “there are very few kolkhozniki capable of work, mainly old men (stariki), and it’s not so easy for me to work with them.” Such statements may very well have referred to the population that made itself available for work, but they did not reflect the labor pool physically present in the village at the time.

Village census figures at the time instead suggest a very different picture, in which young adults predominate and the neighboring village of Palad Komarovtsy, a collective farm except those who were ill. Other instructions include a resolution to “forbid kolkhozniki to go the bazaar. Improve labor discipline.” Village council minutes note, for example, that during the fall, kolkhozniki in the second brigade (Solontsy’s) were normally busy with their own household plots. In 1956, when the kolkhoz was still called “Stalin’s Path,” absenteeism had reached a sufficient pitch that members who failed to provide enough man-labor days (trudodni) were threatened with expulsion from the collective farm—and possible loss of their personal land or, in extreme cases, Pastwar Sovietization targeted the household economy—an indication of its importance for the survival of village households—actual punishment hardly ever enters the annals of local governance. Of criticisms and threats there were plenty: collective farm members who do not come to work should be fined; brigadiers lack discipline; management is unorganized and slow in adopting innovations. The local Party secretary at one point noted simply, “In our collective farm people do not fulfill the orders of brigade leaders.” The

### Table 1

Population of the Palad Komarovtsy Collective Farm (Village Council, 1957)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age</th>
<th>11 or younger</th>
<th>12–19</th>
<th>20–39</th>
<th>40–49</th>
<th>50–59</th>
<th>60 or older</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>139</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>449</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>145</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>454</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>284</td>
<td>103</td>
<td>112</td>
<td>124</td>
<td>903</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: DAZO 784.2.99 (1957).
consequences for such choices, however, were minimal. In 1959, for example, the head of the Solontsy brigade was simply reprimanded, warned that if he did not organize all the free kolkhoz members to process tobacco for the state, he would be punished more severely. Meanwhile, one speaker present at a meeting of the village council plainly explained, “On our collective farm, kolkhozniki are neither rewarded nor punished.”

Local officials avoided measures that would have compelled compliance from village residents. Rather than punish those who privileged homestead production, local officials sought to reason with the village population: The kolkhoz leadership was to assemble all farm members “free from work,” explain the developing situation regarding tobacco processing to them, establish quotas for adults and teenagers, and mobilize them to complete the work.

It may be that Solontsy villagers stayed home from state work because it was impossible for them to do what the kolkhoz leaders demanded: The two communal buildings in the village where tobacco processing was to take place had no electricity—and thus no light—in the evening, when some of this work was meant to be done. Further, collective farm members from Solontsy who worked in tobacco cultivation had written a formal declaration that the farm chairman had been absent (“not there”) for the entire period of tobacco processing.

Some villagers went further than absenteeism and enter the documentary record as seemingly unconcerned to even feign compliance with the demands of local representatives of the Soviet state. They express their personal preferences for how they wish to spend their time and frankly state their disagreement both with local proposals and with pressures emanating from Moscow. During the years of collectivization, the minutes of the general meetings of the peasants of the village of Solontsy note numerous complaints about groups of “idlers” (lodari) who “set off in an organized fashion” to a neighboring village to obtain medical documents from a feldsher (physician’s assistant) who would “indiscriminately” (bez razbora) excuse them from work on the collective farm. Prominent villagers (Magyar petty nobility are distinguished by a single initial in front of their name used throughout the Soviet period) accused of being kulaki are defended by their neighbors; most have the charges rescinded and continue to appear in documents as village leaders through the following decades.

Librarians and other Soviet cultural workers in the village are repeatedly singled out for shirking work, as well as for being spotted shopping in town when they were supposed to be working. Nonagricultural employees, like their counterparts working in the fields surrounding Solontsy, sometimes did not come to work or execute the tasks asked of them. When they did, they did not pretend to like it if they did not. A librarian criticized by members of the village council for not producing enough posters for an upcoming election in 1954 formally responded, “I can’t write slogans because I don’t have paper or ink.”

The same librarian explained her lack of diligence in expanding readership by noting that she “didn’t like” the village. A shopkeeper expressed her dissatisfaction with her job, going so far as to note, “I started working in the village of Solontsy on August 5, 1953. To tell the truth, I didn’t work as I should have (tak kak nazhno bylo) during the first two months. Because I wasn’t familiar with the work and I didn’t like the place.”

When, in November 1953, a village council deputy noted that the village store had been closed for six months and villagers had nowhere to buy basic goods because no one could be found to staff the store, a former store manager who lived in the same building as the store was asked to return to the job. Seemingly unconcerned with the community reaction or with pressure from local institutions of governance, the former manager replied, “I do not want to and cannot return to that job because I have already worked there for five years and that is enough for me.”

By the late 1950s, after more than a decade of postwar reconstruction and around the time of the undeclared tobacco strikes described above, open discussion of absenteeism and misappropriation, as well differences between records and reality, had become a central topic of discussion at village council and kolkhoz meetings. The management of Solontsy’s collective farm struggled, in the language of the day, to deal with the squandering of kolkhoz property, theft, poor accounting, and serious problems with labor discipline as people arrived late to work on the kolkhoz after tending their own garden plots and caring for their animals. The problems enumerated in the minutes of such meetings, together with the issue of insufficient feed and shelter for livestock, meant that the collective farm ranked last in the district, and in February 1959 new elections were called to change its management personnel. Here, in a rural setting with a tightly controlled perimeter and heavy border security, collective farm managers had been unable to secure the cooperation of the rural population.

The election of new managers did not seem to change the situation appreciably: Over time, villagers not only continued to prioritize homestead agriculture over kolkhoz labor, but also chose to patronize local, Hungarian-
language cultural activities rather than Soviet ones. In the neighboring village of Palad Komarovsky, a debate simmered among the members of the village council executive in January of 1960: While some present at meetings expressed satisfaction at the efforts of Soviet cultural workers in the village, others objected, noting that even though 178 lectures had been given, what result could be expected “when the young people go to church on Sundays”? The relative absence of Moscow’s projects in both economic and cultural rural life during this period could be observed not only in field and homestead labor, but in homes. Fifteen years after the arrival of Soviet troops in Solontsy, the village council registered complaints that preschool instruction was ineffective—the teacher did not speak Hungarian.

**Conclusion**

Why did the people of Solontsy participate in the election of December 1965 and others that preceded it but systematically not participate in the collective economic activities organized by the same regime at the same time? One possibility that emerges from the foregoing analysis is that people in this periphery cooperated with Soviet power strategically, selectively participating in some obligatory activities and refraining from others. Participation in elections did not substantively take away from the business of life, which revolved around the homestead courtyard and garden. From this perspective, people had little reason not to go to the polls. The labor demands imposed by the collective farm system, by contrast, removed minds and bodies from garden plots—the place where labor was most valuable to many households.

How might we interpret the actions of the villagers of Solontsy? Much of the work in English on late and early Stalinism, as well as on later periods of Soviet history, frames similar actions as forms of resistance to Soviet rule—thus, as Anna Krylova has pointed out, imagining the existence of a liberal subject.41 Some might argue that the ways in which the population of Solontsy avoided and refused participation in Soviet projects could be cast in such a mold. Indeed, this is precisely how their behavior, like the behavior of others across the Soviet Union who were lackadaisical in their work on collective farms and in factories, was encoded in the official discourse of the period: as subversive anti-Soviet activity.42

However, there is little evidence to suggest that the residents of Solontsy understood the repertoire of tactics they used to avoid collective farm work as conscious, principled resistance or dissent.43 Instead, living lives that centered on their homes and household gardens, they were selective in ways that reflected household economic needs. It is possible that the choice not to do certain things for the Soviet state did not reflect principled refusal so much as a calculation of what was needed to maintain a degree of household economic autonomy.45

There is a broader lesson that might be drawn from the experience of Solontsy during the first decades of Soviet rule, and it is that the success of strict state control in one domain should not necessarily lead to the inference that such control—and the fear such control may instill—carries over into other parts of life. Moscow invested heavily in the human resources and infrastructure that kept the people of Solontsy inside the Soviet border46 and successfully encouraged them to participate in political rituals. However, these tools did little to ensure societal compliance with Soviet economic and, in some cases, cultural projects. People participated where they saw fit, and otherwise they stayed home. In this part of the newly conquered Soviet periphery, despite the development of social institutions and economies of scale, some residents opted out of active participation in state projects for twenty years after World War II ended.

**Notes**
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